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SUtB4AY
Examples of arctic ionogram sequences, recorded on the AFCRL Flying Ionospheric Laboratory, are
presented. The purpose of this paper is to show thatt a) ionogrim sequences, recorded on arctic flights,
facilitate the interpretation of oblique incidence echoes from E- and F-layer heights, b) panistef6f
the arctic ionosphere can be mapped by using the "auroral oval" as an ordering system c) vertical and
oblique incidence echoes, ippiring on ground station ionograms, can be interpreted in terms of the
station's position relative to the auroral ovol.
)'The analysis of a three hour flight with 6 latitudinal scans underneath en auroral band shows the
close relationship between a roiil type spoiadic I echoes (gis)and discrete aurora. The investigation of
49 latitudinal scans through the auroral oval during ti s of I
ni
activity revealed the exiiteiie

ofaparticle produced I layer which is oval aligned, isd

and

theA

u6iis
at all correited geomainic times.

incbrAidp~abti aitd

This liyir producei the night I echoes.

new lionogram analysis procedure,,vhich uses 6blique incidence F-layer ehoes, is demonstrated,

and

the feasibility of moiitoriig the latitude of the southern edge of the poiar Fl"ayer irregularity zone by
uiing ihi, new analysis proiedure is demntrated.

1.

midnchri
Vertical incidence iogroms, recorded in high latitude regions, are often highly c6oplei.

Spread

echoes
sod aionograma.
variety of Inoblique
which
oiiniate,
K-echoes
and F-layer
heights
if the ionosphere,
complicate
liayerechoes,
hihtis
different
typesinof
are often
simultaneously
obs rved, and
their appearance miy change rapidly. These complications are the well-known cause of the difficulties
which ire encountered in scaling and interpreting of arctic ionoirims.
It is often difficult to interpret echoes on complex ionograms when only individual sweeps recorded
at long time intervals, are considered. Ionogram analysis and interpretation can be aided by using ionogram
sequences. This technique was used for ihitance, by Hinson etal(l) to show movements oi the night E-layer,
and is presently being used in recording vertical incidence swept frequency ionolram on the AFCRL Flying
Ionospheric Laboratory. An ionospheric sounder, carried on a high-spead aircraft, is a valuable tool for
investigating the aftic ionisphere.

Paccelerated,

For planning arctic flights the "auroral oval" (Feldstein and Stiarkov, (2)) has been used as a frame
of reference, since it has proved to be an ordering system for many arctic geophysical phenomena. The
aurora) oval, defined as the region of maximum occurrence of visible aurora at a given instant, is an oval
shaped belt surrounding the geomagnetic pole. The 6val's position ii fixed with respect to the sun and the
earth rotates underneath it. A high-speed aircraft,flying at high latitudes against the earth's rotation,
can stay at constant CG 16cal time for maiy hours while, at the iai time, making latitudinal scans. By
flying in the direction of the earth's iiation the aircraft's movement relative to the oval can be
and the entire oval can be investigated in one 10 hour flight. The corrected geomagnitic (CG)
coordinate system (Hultquist, (3), (4), Hikura, (5)) is used throughout this paper.
Examples are discussed in this paper which demonstrate the usefulness of ion6gram sequences, recorded
on Analysis
flights
on the sequences,
ground, inaccumulated
interpretation
of oblique Incidence
and F-layer
of and
ibnogiam
in ¢ross-section
flights echoes
throughfrom
the E.
auroral
oval at heights.
all Cd
local times, has permitted the mapping of the occurrence of auroral I and auroral Is relative to the location

1Z 1

of the auroral oval. A special analysis procedure, which uses oblique incidence F-layer echoes for monitoring the latitude of the southern edge of the polar F-layer irregularity zone, is presented.

2.

K REGION

Many statistical investigations and single case studies have been made of the relationship between
ionospheric E-region echoes and the visual aurora.
Results, obtained from simultaneous ionogram recordings and observations of aurora, show that good
correlation exists between: a) sporadic K (Is) range and elevation of aurora (Knecht (6), Buchau et Il.
(7),Whalen at al. (8)), b) auroral brightness and the top frequency of Ks echoes (Knecht (6), Hunsucker
and OCren (9)), c) auroral brightness and the inverse of the virtual height of Es echoes for the case of
overhead aurora (Harang (I0), Knecht (6)). The results of the work of many researchers are reconsidered
in relation to the auroral oval, in a study of the distribution of occurrence of is in high latitudes, by
Pittenger and Gassmenn (11). Ks echoes with top frequencies >5 Mz were found to occur in an oval pattern
and tohavea pronounced maximum in the oval's night sector, indicating a close relationship to the location
of maximum occurrence of visual aurora.
Simultaneous occurrence at a station of night K (or "auroral K", a term proposed by Penndorf (12)
for this particle produced layer) and aurora has been reported by King (13) and Sullen (14). On the other
hand Hanson at a1. (I) found no hour-to-hour correlation of night K with aurora. Night E has also been
observed equatorward of visual aurora (King (15)). With increasing magnetic activity auroral K (night K)

is observed at lower latitudes than in quiet conditions, whichovagss a relationship between suroral E and

the suroral oval. Whalen at &l. (8) found close relation between non-discrete, continuous
auroral K (night E) on cross-section flights through the noon sector of the auroral oval.
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Observitions 6f the relatioiihip betwiinflue echoes and aorae ind between night E and the locetien of
the aturral bval,
op6rfed here, were made duiifig crossaseftion flights .hr ugh the adirral oval.

2.1.

RELATiONiki BETWEN AddikfA is ANDVISUAL AUtRA

A section of i flight is discussed where the aircraft crossed several times underheath a stable
auorial bind. Viriceil incidence Lohngrems and all-sky photogriphs used for this analysis were simul.
tineously recorded at one minute intervals on 14 December 1968 during a flight from Labrador to Alaska.
The flight traik was planned so that the midnight sector of the auroral oval could be monitored for more
than 9 hours while 18 latitudinal cross-sictionls, extending over 3 to 3-1/2' CC latitude, were made within
the auroral belt. Recording of i6nogram and all-sky photographs started oh scan 4 and continued through
the end of the flight. The flight track is shoWh in Figure 1 in geographic coordinates on the left side
and in CC lititude and CC local time on theiright side.
Quiet magnetic conditions Orevailed during the flight, Kp a 0+, 1, 1. In the first part of the flight
no discrete iurora was observed, and only occasibal brightening of the sky and very faint uinstructured
foims in the north were obiierid, No Es wii -recorded during this time; however, a band of adroral Z was
observed which will be discusaed later. At 61lT (at the start of latitudinal scon 7) en oval-aligned arc
developed which extended fibi the waet to the east horizon. During the following 6 houie this aura wit
moved to the westi crossig underneath the aurora from south to north
seen constantly while the aircift
In thi last three hiurs of the flight (9§'i12 UT) the iuri we
respectively nofth to south 12 time.
at timae viry active often filling the entire field of view of the all-sky camera (1000 kr diamtir); quiet
conditions returnedin bet in. Durin the 6 hbie when discrete u6- it 6bi
edu'roal ig was recoided afiiiuusly; auroiil type0Ni, as described in the i0Y .inual (16), Oige 904-95. Figure 2, lower
Oaet, show in isi echo recordid durini this flight. When the air6riaft approached a' arc orbia.d paied
underneath it, and thin moved 'ay from it, thivirtual height 6f thi kse echo rigularly dieiiiied f€ofo
high rangsi, levelled off it a minimum value and increased again. When bverhead sufori was o4birved over
the entire width 6f the latitudinal scans, the time history of any of the individual bands or other forms
could not be followed, the b'sa stayed at minimum values, no oblique traces were seen. As 8ein is a bind
or arc could again be defined and it's zenith angle determined, the time variation of hlisa and of the slant
ranges to thi auroi coincidid again.
In the upper part of Figuri 3i thi virtual height of Esa (open circles) and the slant iiaes to the
visible aui&ra (full circles connected by ditted line) are plotted versus 1f. They were recorded dufig
the 3 houri when a stable auroral arc or band was crossed 6 timei. Efircled nunbirs indicite the sce
number in the sequence of latitudinal crossings. The slant ranges to the aurora were ditimined from the
all-sky photographs assuming that the lower adgi of the audrii was 120 km above ground. The slant ranges
to the aurora ei' h'E coincide viry well. Approich to and ivi&int away from the'aurorA can be follbed in
passes 9 throub.. . since-the locitin of the bands (extendig eistmwest) was in the eiftei ititude of the
sans. Ifiscan 7 the aircraft turned beafoi sseihing the hoithern edge of the aurora, and diithe return
scan the southern'edge hod moved to the north. The fact that the viitual heijht of the Eli and the slant
range to the aurora change simultaneously during the 6 crossings underneath the auroral band indicates that
the region of ionization, causing the IeS echoos, must be limited in latitudinal extent to the vicinity of
the discrete aurora.
The auroral brightness increased during the period invietigated. During passes 7 and 8 the aurora
was very faiht, hide was 130-135 kfuwhen the aurora we overheid, Increased euroral brightness was observed
in asses 9 and 10, the recorded minimum virtual height of Esa was 120 km when the aurora was overhead.
Finally, (pasies 11 and 12) hie hid decreased to 105 km, and the brightness of the overhead aurora had
again increased. From 0610 to 0730 OT (i.e. pass 7 through mst of piss 9) simultaneous 0hotometer measuremenits of the 5577X emission wire made (Whalen, private coemunicatibn). When visible aurora was overhead
during this time, the correlation between the spectral line intensity and the inverse virtual height of Esa
is good, even for short-timae fluctuations.
Assuming that the height above ground of the lower edge of the auroral form, is identical with the
virtual height of the Esa when the aurora is in the aircraft zenith, the slant ranges were replotted for
passes 7, 8, 11 and 12; The improved fit of the resulting slant ranges to the aurora and hlEsa curves it
shown in the 16wer part of Figure 3. (Arrows below the time scale in pass 12 indicate the times for which
ionogrms and all-sky photographs are shown later, in Figure 5).
The correlation between auroral brightness and top frequency (fisa) of the Esa echoes, found by other
investigators, is confirmed by the measurements of this flight: faint aurora from (6-7 UT) is accompanied
by fEsa only o~csionally over 4 M0z; increased auroral brightness (from 7-8 UT) by lses 5 Nztrathe:
bright aurora (from 8-9 UT), by fEsa between 8 and 9 HHz. Therefore, it follows that the h'Esa is inversely
related to fEss. In Figure 4 the virtual height of Esa, recorded in passes 7 through 12 when aurora was
observed in the zenith, are plotted versus the top frequency of the Esa echo.
Figure 5 gives examples of ionograms and all-sky photographs recorded on pass 12. Simultaneously recorded ionograms and all-sky frames are labelled a. through d. and show that the range of the isa echo
decreases when the auroral band is approached. Arrows below the time scale (pass 12) of Figure 3, lower
part, indicate the times when the Homes were recorded.
2.2

OCCURRENCE OF AURORAL Z (NIGHT E) IN RELATION TO THE AURORAL OVAL

The close association between Esa echoes and discrete aurota has been demonstrated. A few examples
follow of the occurrence of auroral E (night E) echoes in relation to the auroral oval. The auroral E
(night E) echoes were identified according'to the description on page 106 of the ICY Nanual (16). This

!Y

definition, originally given by Hanson at al. (1), was found to be clear and comprehensive.

Figure 2, upper

part, shows two examples of auroral E (night E) echoes, recorded during arctic flights. A band of aurbral
E (night E) was regularly found in the three flights of December 1968 with a total of 16 cross-sections of
the auroral oval at CC noon in darkness, reported by Whalen et al. (8). Characteristics of this particle
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AURORAL
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FlThe

AMRAL OVAL

The crosa-sectin flights through the eurorai oial bet at nearly iil time accumulated statistical
evidehce fLo the validity of the I layer pattern which wai first established for the non sectOr in
darkness.
The question aris*swhethir this pattern is also valid is an institanbous picture around the
Auiorel oval.
in the 10 hour circumovol flight of 5 January 1970 nearly the entire oval belt wa Investigated.
In Figure 9 the thin continuous line is the flight track plotted in Cc latitude and CO local tes. The
with increasing CC latitude wa fouhd in all sections of the flight where the flight track
decrease of faoE
deviated from its primarily eastward course end irosed through several degrees of latitude toward the N
or the S. This lctitudinal depenodene is particularly evident from 7 to 9 CG local time, 14 to 16 Cc local
time, and at the end 6f the flight near midnight. Using the fat values from analysis of the Ionograms recorded during the flight, contiur lines of f62 vere dain, shown as heavy lines in Figure 9; the dotted
lines connet extrapolated values. At 02 and 04 Co local time ( in kigure 9) 1 echoes were seen obliquely;
they originated from a layer 8 of the flight track, as could h determined by phobomatric maisuemnts.
figure presents e qdasi-iniitntaeoun picture of the occurrence of auroral I (night 9) as derived from
data taken on this flight. The 5th of January 1970 was &'day Of low maiti activity.

W

be tested by ground station
Thi E layer paitiri for quiet days, derived from the aircraft datai cnfi
data. Ai an example ih FI ukei0i Iithe cinteri a giaph is shoM ffom i sWn, et &l. (I) of the time
a night I echo observed during a Shdui period at rot Chim on
variation U the critical fiequtefy
f equin ies reidirived,
The ioio mis, fro which the itical
26 January 1952i a meagtiitlly quiet dey
(urO a al)echoes.
Thi hour by hour
are reprduced in their paper and show typical exales of night
relitivi io the Qml auroral oval ae marked by triiigles, the first corresponding
psitions of the siati
to 16LTCoiil time it Fort ChiW. if on this dakyan ipproxiimtell o6l-a1ind 9 region was present as
ind.cated,,the station would be south of the I region through about 1745 T Rotating further jtard the
aurobal oval it would mve under the 3.0 Mit fat cntour at 18 LT. Due to the step gradient versus
latitude in fog at the southern edse of the 3 rejion, the narrow band of makimum foE is overhead before
19 LT. From 19 to 20 LT the station moves through the northern pit of the night 9 region.

a

2.3.

SLMMAY ANDR~iUIES

1) Analysis of ionogran sequences and simultaneous all~sky photgraphs from a flight making six
latitudinal scans in the midnight sector of the auroral oval under quiet magnetic conditions shows thatt
a) The recorded auroral tyipe Es ch6 (rsa) is retuvned fit a ipatially liiited area confined to the
latitudinal extent of the visible aurora, b) odd correlation exists between the brightness of aurora in
the zenith, the inverse of the virtual height of the Ea, and the top frequency of the Es. Consequently,
in case of overhead aurora, the top frequency Increases with decresing virtual height of the oea. The
Z
results of the analysis also appeats to support the assumption that the os echoes originate from i height
identical with that of the lower edge of the aurora.
A
C

~found

2) Ionogrm sequences from crOis;section flights through the oval belt during times of low magnetic
activity show the existince of in ovil-aligned region of aui0rol I (night E) which has a width of 20-60
latitude. It extends equatorward from the location of the auroral oval it the day sector of the auroral
oval and is located within the oval belt in the night sector. Of a total of 49 latitudinal scans through
the oval belt, at times from 07 through noon to 04 Corrected Geomantic Time, 38 show the presende of
E.Whelan
16 of atthe
22 scans through the auroral oval's night sector exhibit the same latitudinal pattern
auroral(by
al. (8)) in the noon sctor in darkness; naly, deciese Of virtual height 0f the Z
layer from north to south corresponding to precipitating particles with a hardening of the spectrum from
northern to southern latitudes; and an increase of the 2 layer critical frequency from north to south. The
analysis of day flights through the auroral oval resulted in the mapping of the regions where enhanced foE
ws recorded, i.e. where fog wa higher than to be expected from photoionization. Although the latitudinal
distributin of the amount of fal enhancement was not established har*, the pattern is consistent with that
derived frmi the massuremnts in darkness, as are the results of a 10 hour circutsoval flight in which
auroral E (night E) was continuously observae.
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POLAR F-LAYER

are now
andexistence
several basic
many workers,
investigated
has ben
F layer
hish-latitud.
of the features
win F-layor trough.
showed the
Alouett*
topside
ionogsams,by first
known. The
M4uldrew
(1g), using
Petrie (10) established that the occurrence of spread F on Alouette ionograms maximized in an ovalrshaped
region which encircled the gonhetic pole. Ahesofu (20) later identified Petrie's spresd.F region as
being coincident with the quiet tie auroral oval, hence a "spread-F oval". Thomas and Andrews (21) showed
that the distribution of toside F-layer electron density enhancements, scaled from Alouette ionogrnms,
maximized in an elongated ring, the "plasma ring", which, similar to the spread-F oval, encircled the geomagnetic pole. Ionograms recorded on the Flying Ionospheric Laboratory during cross-section flights through
the day sector of the auroral oval were compared with Alouette electron density data and showed that the
topside polar F-layer plasma ring existed in the bottomaide as an F-loyer irregularity zone (22). On these
flights the latitudinal extent of the F-layer irregularity zone was determined from ionogram movies recorded
on the .ircraft sounder, An example which illustrates how the aircraft's motion is used to interpret Flayer features on ionograms is shown in this next section.
3.1.
Kk
D-L

Z,.

AIRBORNE F-LAYER MEASUREMiENTS

In the top half of Figure It the aircraft's flight route on August 22, 1970 is indicated by the dashed
line drawn on a CG latitude and CG local time grid. The night sector of the auroral oval for QU2 magneticW
conditions is indicated by heavy solid lines. A sequence of aircraft ionogroms is shown in the bottom.half
of Figure 11. The letters next to the ionograms refer to the aircraft's positions, marked by the same

f
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letters on the flight rouieap, when 'the *'is
were recorded. Zn ioimerm A there is a vertical
incidenea t-layer eih at 280 ka, the flirsand siin!d
iYir KmItiple echoesi, and an extra acho at
about 425 kii. in fonograml3thi-*era eho isi a' &iWg -ofabWt 490 km; whili in ionojrai Cj iiacidw
just before the aircraft turned, the extii aho is at a kfe f abo 530 hi. The change it range of
the extra ech6 cautrizjds to-boiit i6o distae that te iltiaft fli
iwiy fU6 the southern edge of
the &a between the timai i0no4og A sad C were recordedi The extra echo is then an oblique iiddea
echo whichi mist likely, is produced by a reflecting surfae lbiated nath of the aircraft near the oW&1.
loniegms D and t show'tha oblique incideve eco soving dot in slant trange as the aircraft flie back
twards the dvl. in lonogrem the oblique incidence eche is now closer in slant range than the vertical
incidence F-Iayer e&ho. Thus, the 6rjiial vertical incideha F-layer echo Is an oblique incidence
echo, and a new F layer, the original obliou incidence acho, is mving down in rangi and will become a
vertical incidence F'layei echoi The slant range to the extra ech Is plotted versus universal time In
Figure 12. The latters on the abscissa refer to the airctaft6s positions which are noted in Figure 11 by
corresponding letters. All of the iohogiams, recorded at the rate of one Pei minute, contain a strong
oblique incidence echo, therefore, the stant tange to the oblique incidence ache could 'be plotted with an
increese in slant ringe as the aircraft flies s6uth, away fro the
accuracy of t10 km. One sees a unifolli
oval.
point
of the
cutia
corresponds
the tile
during
aircraft
and the
decreaseTheininflection
sltat ranas
Is due
to the
aircraft
flying tonorth,
towards
thewhich
oval. theThis
exampleturned,
demonstrates
how F-layer echoes, which occur in a sequence of lonograms, can be uniquely identified and followed when
the aircraft is flying relative to a stable reflector.

]t1

3.2. F-LAm NWUstiNm

AT GoOS DAY
From October 27-29, 1970 the Flying Ionospheric Laboiatoryw i located on the ground at Gose Day,

P"

~

W.,

Labtdor.or i
a
Is loated t 'gieogaphic coordinates A4N, 60*w or at C doordieates 65.5Ni 22'W.
The location of Go6ii Uy, i jc.atd by triiiles, and the Q3 auroral oval have been plotted in iure 13
on a COlatitude and' tisgrid. FrI-Fri
-13 ohe can sea thet Coose' ay i&dis towards the oval during
the afteron
i'nd
evening, that Goose
i u
ay
ideinath the oval near midniht, and that G.ose Say moves
away from the 6val in the morning. Durig this thre day period at Goose iay the aircraft sounder was
6oerated ciotinuously; the pOhtometai and-iuroral all-sky camera were used at night for auforal hessuremnts.
Veiticel and oblique ifcidence Filay
echoes, seen on the oose Bay ionolgrsa, are discussed here; schematic
drawings, shiinij the main V-layer trough and the Fr~lysi iiiegularity zone, are presented.
A sequence of doose Bay ionogrms, recorded on October 27, 1970, is shown in iigure 14. These ionaiams
were recorded during the late afternon and evening fiom 1720 to 2110 local time, and F-layer sunea occurred
at about 1830 local time. Analysis of these ionogrsas, recorded on 35 i film, wa- ficilitied by viewing a
16 nm movie of the iilnbgrme i numbr if ftais and by following F.layer features frame by fime in the mivie.
Later, these featurei were identified and niumbired on these single 35 me fameso Zonoigrm A shows wall defined ordinary and extraordinary wave ibi*onerts of an echo, labelled 1, fim an F layer produced by the sun
and an extra &ho, labelled III, at 725 & 20 hn between the first and second solar layer multiple echo.
Ionogram B shows that echo II has moved down in ianje to 625 & 20 he and astbecome better defined then
before. The movie tessntation of the ionograms; recorded between these two selected frames, shws echo III
moving down iii range. lanorn C ihows the solar F-layer echo, echo IZ the first solar F-layet multiple
echo, labelled I', echo Ill, and a new extra echo, labelld 1U, at 475 . 10 hei Echoes, similar to those
labelled 11 and III, hove been identifid by Stanley (23) and Bowmen (24) as echoes which are produced by
oblique incidence reflections from the i6leward will of the main F-layer trough. Echoes II and III ae
also similar to the oblique incidence echo that was reflected from the region of the oval in the airborne
ionogram sequence in Figure 11. Thus, echoes 11 and III are probably oblique incidence echoes which are
produced by reflecting surfaces located north of Goose Bay in the vicinity of the maein F-layer trough and
the Fzlayer irregularity tone. lonorsm b shows the solar F-layer echo, echo i, with no mltiple echoes
the oblique incidence echo, echo Il. The absence of a solar F-layer ultiple echo would suggest that
at this time a curvatuie in the structure of the plasma frequency contours is peasing over Goose Bay and is
causing ionospheric defocussing. Further suggestion for the presence of a curvature is the 30 km increase
in virtual height of the solar F-layer echo which occurs between ionograms B and D. In ionogram E one sees
echo I from the solar F layer, oblique incidence echo iU,and whet may be the reappearance of oblique
incidence echo III, Bates (25) has pointed out that since aspect sensitivity of the reflecting surface is
a problem encountered in the analysis of oblique incidence echoes, the appearance and disapoearanie of
oblique incidence eches can often be impossible to follow. lonogram F contains a icmplex overlapping of

Eliand

Al

echoes 1, Uand Iii between 27 and 400 km which cannot be interpreted with certainty. However, a multiple
reflection of echo 11 may now be seen; thus, echo 11 must be nearly overhead at this time.
A sequence of schematic drawings of F-layer structure, which could produce echoes 1, 11, and III, can
provide some understanding of the ray path geometry involved in producing these echoes. The schematics,
seen in Figure 15, 4eis draw by assuming that during the late afternoon and evening the main F-layer

M- +*
t

trough and the F-layer irregularity zone would move from the north towards Goose Bay. The schematics are
composed of constant plasm frequency contours which extend north and south from Gease Bay. One schematic
cross-section has been drawn for each ionogram in Figure 14. Virtual heights and plasma frequencies, taken
from ionograms A through F, were used as the quantitative basis for the respective schematics. The earth's
curvature was taken into account when the grid for Lhe schematics was drawn. The ionosonde in the aircraft
has a frequency threshold of 2 Mz. The trough, which has an 'oF?2equal to or less than 2 Mz (18) (3), was
not seen directly on the ionograms, and its preence has been inferred by ionogram interpretation. Schematic
A shows the plasma frequency contours which could produce the echoes in ionogram A. The solar F-layer echo,
echo I in ionogram A, can be produced by ray path I in schemstic A. Echo III can be produced by ray path
III which has been constructed by assuming that a reflecting surface is located north of Goose nay at about
the 250 km level. Accordingly, the 725 km slant range to echo III in ionogram A corresponds to a northward
horizontal distance of about 650 km as is shown in schematic A. The reflecting surface has been assumed to
be the F-layer irregularity zone and has been represented in the schematics by a kink in the plasma frequency
contours. In schematic I the irregularity zone is closer to Goose ay than in schematic A, while in schematic

C the distance between Goose Bay and the irregularity zone has not changed.

These distances are consistent

with the slant ranges to echo III which are seen in ionograms B and C. The appearance of echo 11 in ionogram
C is interpreted as indicative of the onset of the trough. The formation of the trough would be expected
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at this time because solar productioni, which fill* In and smoodths over the trough duing daytime (26), has
amst ceased by nii The shape, Of the triujh',hils basi dim by, using invien' (24) trough, contours as it
idl depe
with thnteRo2
the exceptions that
hw the es
troughs,
n oormI
which he, sawi duingm
bec the fmltpeehe
idG4 we
ider byugssta
a factdi of 4h orn
For
this
reason,
dafocuising.
trough i0 passing near cobo say at this tie endD.is caingr4coIIi
o is
eotrough
n the
ningsi
iin
shown nearly overhead of noose say Inaschemtic"
may be aspectitsnstivity ofit t hiflecting surac or
a ndcted in the schemic, ij or absorption
Mai be buckifg idjo iveis frat reacin the Irregularity zoos. in schematic I ray path Iii Is drawn
because ionogrom 3 my contain echo III. The trough has been drawn with about the same shape in schematic
I as it had been dravin in schematic 6. Because ionogrsm * contains a very complex overlapping of 4choos,
the Interpretation given to these echoes In schematic r should be treated with caution. The appearance of
a musltiple acho of echo 11, which up to now had been oblique and did not display a multiple echo, suggests
that the trough has passed over Goos* say and that Goose Day is naw located on the polowaid aide of the
trough. Echoes 1 'ad iI arm barely dicernible in ionogras F but, after examining other ionogrames which
recorded at about the same time as this iooogram, the complex overlapig of these echoed has been
were
interpreted as seen in schematic 1. That Is, It appears that echo I has mowed out 'in range since the tines
that ionograt l vwas
recorded; while iche it appears to have mowed
down fi age since than.
3.3
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14
M I(Indicated
~
MZI
Wexact

4

9:a_ idifferent

H3ITMING 239 F-lAMRn IRRE0U1ITT Zb*

Wy_-$,qnflch denn
isssiinanwinsaf
presented, and cxcaq nlsspoeuet
in
latitude of the south rt.'xj
Zi V!nyer
stiehwti
rcdr
a eue ov4trteC
irregularity zoos. A slant rings plotter has been costructed io that the virtual lmgr of oblique
incidence echoeiili
otoelbli
I nFgr
ol be uiidi
isora amelysi and
Thii piiiiii
(shoin in Figure 16) peraits the virtual height of an
not omited s they generally arm.
oblique incidence echo 't6 be platted versus the left 6idifiMtej thi Cb latitude, Aiih-correipimos to so
riie
thui, the td lAtiud if the V.-layer
e~cho at this slant range, has been labelled on theigh
is
Irregularity zoneican be monitored during the* late afteinion and evening,. when the irigulaiyzs
far to the morth if
o lay, by plotting the virtual heights of xcho III ito the slant range plotter.
A 250 koi F-layii ioflictibn height has been assumed fir reflections which corn fromn the ?-layei Irrigularity
zone. Some error in diteiiniig the latitude of the sota edge of the irregulaity zoemy be itroduced by this issumpiion hit it, ihoild not be greater than V.
The, sant ranges to ecoIIin
the
October 27 ionogram hive beani plotted on the alinit rings plotter In iure 16 The squared idicate that
while a seri*s of squares,
reflections from the irregularity zone were clearly seen at that particular tilia;
connected by a line, idicates that the irregularity ionieacho' was sen on eachIioogrs recorded during
and the CC latitude
this period. The igulaity some echo closely follows the southern edge of the irvalj
of the southern edge of the irregularity xnns can be followed is a function of local tim. the aircraft
contains a photometer and on iuroral all-ski caommrwhich were also operated but, beciuie of pitial cloud
cover on this night, the all-iky csais date canniot be used. The 5577A ipe66ral line of the photointer_
operated very well through the cloud covti and rsoponded to the presencEi of aurora in the iiiith at 2140 LT
in Figure 16 by in irrov). the inset of the M-ayer Irregularity zon overhiid is then closely
related to the presence of airrora in the Zenith In the -lets evening sctor. sates (27) and- Duets at al.
(28), studying the correlaio between radio and optical aurora in the night sectoi, nioted alone but not
spatial coincidefics between opitial aurora and i auroral becliscatter. A study of the coiralation
between radio and optical cuirrae was not intended here, but it appiais that the F. layer irregularity zone
is closely related to the r region which Dates hee identified si the source of MY becksckter.
The slant range plotter for October 28, WO7 is seen in figure 17. The letter b indicates the presence
of overhead blanketing ksa which did not permit the detection of oblique incidence 1-loar echoes, The
presence of aurora in the zenith, noted by the arrow at 2000-iT, was again determined fro% the Intensity of
the 5577A spectral lifi and it occurred about 1 3/4 hours earlier thin on the previous night.
Similarly, the iregularity zone, Indicated by iquares, was detected earlier then on the previous night. The
doily sun of the gesoantic activity indices, jcj, on Oct.27l was ICpin9 and an 0&t.28win t-Cpi22+, The dif ference
in onset times of the Irregularity zone on these* two days can readily be explained by the differenice in
magnetic activity on thi two days. if one puts the slant range data for these days onto auroral ovals of
Q value, than the reason for the difference in the onset time between the two days can be seen
clearly. A Q-1 and a Q-3 oval were selected for the date of October 27 and 28 respectively, and they are
on a CC local time and CO latitude grid, In general
data points are
16it and
s'Pen in figures
the atapoits
he 19.
to The
dffeentovas
quitsplotted
well but, in Figure 19, there Is a sudden departure of the
data points from the southern edge of the oval at about 10 to 18 COtie.
This appears to be a real effect
because it was possible to follow an echo, siilar to echo III In Figure 14, on each ioaogrsm recorded
during this period. if the reflecting surface underwent an latitudinal oscillation at tis time, it could
produce this effect. it appears then that the latitude of the southern edge of the F-layer irregularity
plotter.
3.4

1k,
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CONCLUSIONS

A special analysis of vertical and oblique incidence F-ayer echoes, seen on vertical incidence iono.
grams, was presented. kesults from the analysis suggest that the latitude of the southern edge of the polar
V-layer irregularity zone can be monitored, therefore, on the spot analysis of ground station ionograms from
Goose Bay, Labrador, can probebly lead to a real-time or near roil-time monitoring of the polar F-layer
irregularity zone for 6 to 8 hours of each day. Furthermore, the time when the main F-layer trough passes
over Goose Day can be specified on each day, The close coincidence which was shown to exist between the
location of aurora and the F-layer irregularity zone suggests that the CO;latitude of the southern edge of
the auroral oval, in the afternoon end evening sectors, can similarly be monitored,
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Figure 1.
f

Flight track of the flight of i4 Decaember 1968 in geographic (left) and fX coordinates (right).
The Qw3 oval ii indicated by heavy solid lines.
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Flight tracks of cross-sections through the oval in daylight conitions.
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zwI

Aircraft flight route on August 22, 1900 is drawn on a CG latitude
and CG local time grid. The night sector of the Q=a2
euroral oval
is indicated by heavy solid lines. A sequence of airborne lonograms, recorded at the positions marked by letters next to the
flight route, is shown.
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universal time. The letters refer to the aircraft's position.
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Blay are shown.
Schematic drawings of plasma frequency contours over Goosue
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Figure 16.

The slant range to the southern edge of the auroral oval from Goose say is plotted as a heavy
solid line versus 60* local iim. The slant range to the Y-layer irregularity zone from
Goose sayr
on October 27, 1970 Is indiiatitd by squares. An arrow indicates the onset of aurora
in the zenith at Goose Say.
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Figure 19. The latitude of the southern edge of the V-layer irregularity zone on October 28, 1970, indicated by squares, is plotted on a CC latitude and CG local time grid, The Qu3 oval it indicated by heavy solid linies.
The letter b indicates the presence of blanketing Esa.
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